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Our wonderful
trade papers
David Edwards
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ews reaches us all very quickly now via the internet and modern technology,
but it was not that long ago when the film industry relied heavily upon its
trade publications to get film news to those who worked in the industry. In
America they had Variety that was first published 1905 in New York and originally
covered vaudeville and theatre, but from 1933 included film news. Also, during 1930
in America they saw the Hollywood Reporter launch and is still available today
on-line and in print form. Another popular American publication is Entertainment
Weekly that first surfaced in 1990 and during 2019 it was decided the magazine
would go monthly but oddly still retained its name of being a weekly publication.
Like me, I am sure many members here in the UK will fondly remember The Daily
Cinema that was established as long back as 1912. I can only recall this publication in
the mid-sixties coming out on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, but I was told that
at one time it came out five days a week. Each edition was on the thin side, which was
no surprise as they were pumping out film news three times a week at least, where it
would cost one shilling per copy in 1965 and no doubt cheaper if customers took out a
subscription. It incorporated The Daily Film Renter first published in 1927 surviving
until 1957. Throughout its time, The Daily Cinema carried similar news and items
to that of Kine Weekly, but one bizarre article appeared in 1965 saying – News of a
Fastest Smoker Contest comes from the Cathay Organisation in Singapore for a Von
Ryan’s Express promotion at the Odeon there. Contestants were given two minutes to
light and smoke as many cigarettes as they could. While waiting for the contest to
start entertainment was provided by songstress Veronica Yong accompanied by the
Silver Strings. As strange as the article seemed, it did not inform us of what the link
with the film was and more so, what prize
the winner would receive. Smoker’s cough
perhaps!
Kinematograph Weekly eventually
became just Kine Weekly but was
originally founded in 1889 as the monthly
publication titled Optical Magic
Lantern And Photographic Enlarger.
It was no wonder in 1907 they changed
their name from that awfully long title
to Kinematograph Weekly. The new
magazine contained trade news, reviews,
adverts, and reports from various film
trade meetings. Then in 1917 they
published their first annual and first film
industry yearbook. The very final edition
of Kine Weekly was in 1971 where the
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title was sold to British American Film Holdings and merged with its rival trade paper
Today’s Cinema where the magazine was published under its new title from 1971
to 1972 and then later as Cinematv Today. Eventually it was re-launched as Screen
International in 1975 where they switched from its small and compact almost A4
format to a new look like that of a small broadsheet newspaper. Personally, I much
preferred the smaller format, but they must have had their reasons for making the
change. For me, it previously was a magazine, but now looked like a glossy newspaper.
Screen International became extremely popular and its success was down to journalist
Peter King who purchased the struggling Cinematv Today in 1975 from John Woolf
and re-branded it as Screen International. Peter King had also transformed film
trade journalism, overseeing the first ever film trade daily journals at the Cannes Film
Festival in the late 1970s. It was also in 1975 that King appointed Peter Noble as editor
of Screen International, where according to comments at the time King and Noble
‘were joined at the hip by showbiz`. Peter Noble was most recognised as a TV celebrity
but was multi-talented having been music hall entertainer, actor, critic, broadcaster,
writer, and song writer. Noble remained editor until he wrote his final column in
September 1992 and died in 1997 having been married to actress Marianne Stone for
fifty years. Those of us who were fortunate to have met him would agree that he was
a ‘gentleman` in the true sense.
Today’s Cinema in 1970 cost 1/9d per copy and the journal was always quick
to print special editions to tie in with a new film opening or even launch a new
cinema. In October 1970 Today’s Cinema ran a special edition to tie in with the new
Warner twin cinema opening in Leicester Square, re-named Warner West End and
Rendezvous. This was a major change in the west end cinemas as we lost our wonderful
one screen Warner cinema that had been open since 1938. To my knowledge this was
only the second major cinema twinning in the west end following the Plaza twinning
in 1967. Later the ABC Shaftesbury Avenue became the third to be twinned built
within the former Saville Theatre’s façade when opening a couple of months after the
Warner re-opening. From a nostalgic view, it is interesting to read in the 1970 Today’s
Cinema that in 1938, when the Warner
originally opened, the price of twenty
cigarettes was one shilling. A pint of beer
was either 8d or 9d and cinema seats
outside the west end were 6d, 9d and 1s. It
was also considered quite expensive to pay
4/6d in west end cinemas. In 1973 when
the Odeon Leicester Square was hosting
the World Premiere of A Touch of Class,
CinemaTV Today produced a special
edition for the premiere on 24 May 1973.
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These editions were considered important as they promoted major events throughout
the cinema year.
Interestingly, inside the 24 June 1965 edition of Kine Weekly they reported –
Journey Beyond the Stars, to be produced and directed by Stanley Kubrick for MGM,
had been retitled 2001 a Space Odyssey and was set to go into production later that
summer at MGM Boreham Wood Studios. Other films shooting that same week were
The Liquidator also at MGM. Arabesque, Bats with Baby Faces, Court Martial (TV)
and The Early Bird all at Pinewood. Life at the Top, Sands of the Kalahari and A Study
in Terror were at Shepperton, while Twickenham Studios had Alfie and shooting at
Bray Studios was Rasputin. At Merton Park they had Strangler’s Web and at Goldhawk
Studios was He Who Rides a Tiger. Thunderbirds (TV) was filming at APF’s Studio
in Slough. ABPC Elstree had TV’s The Avengers while back at Pinewood the oddly
titled Bats with Baby Faces starring Hayley Mills and directed by John Mills eventually
changed its title to Sky West and Crooked. The top grossing film in the west end that
week was My Fair Lady taking £14,000 in its 21st week at the Warner, while The Hill
had just opened at the Empire where it took £5,334 in its first four days. Mary Poppins
was in its 22nd week at the Odeon Haymarket and just completed its first two weeks
playing in selected London cinemas. It sounds bizarre in today’s modern world that a
film would be in one cinema for twenty-two weeks, but that of course was how it was
then. It is staggering to know that The Sound of Music ran for a record breaking three
years at the Dominion.
Moving on from our wonderful trade papers, film fans over the years had a large
choice of film magazines on our newsagents’ shelves to choose from. Film Review
launched in 1952 as the ABC Film Review, as a tie-in with the ABC cinema circuit,
and was originally published for a trial period of three issues. It was extraordinarily
successful and maintained publication until they dropped the ABC from its title
in 1972 and it simply became Film Review with the final edition being published
in 2008. Following the initial success of Film Review, Rank decided to compete
with ABC and produce their own magazine titled Showtime that was first published
early 1964, but unlike their rival it was only sold in Rank cinemas or by subscription
and perhaps that was why it did not perform so well. The Rank publication sold for
9d and like the ABC Film Review it would only give publicity to films playing on
their circuit. It also included articles relating to pop music and fashion, plus advance
publicity of films due for release. Rank finally decided to cease its publication in the
late sixties after only around five years.
Photoplay was another extremely popular magazine that originally launched in Chicago
as long back as 1911 until they stopped publication in 1980. Our Photoplay in the UK was
first published in 1952 and then re-branded as Photoplay: Movies And Videos in 1981,
but only lasted until 1989. Films and Filming surfaced in 1954 giving the concerning
film fan a more serious view of the art of film but having survived for 36 years they sadly
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ended publication in 1990. Another mainstream magazine was Picturegoer which was first
published in 1911 and in 1914 became Pictures and the Picturegoer. They then returned
to just being Picturegoer in 1921 and continued until 1931 when they took the bold step
to become a weekly magazine titled Picturegoer Weekly. Following that, in 1939, they
were incorporated with a magazine called Film Week and the publication became a biweekly magazine. Then in 1949 they returned to being a weekly publication until their final
issue in 1960 when they merged with a pop music magazine named Disc Date and the
name Picturegoer was discontinued. Sight and Sound is certainly the most detailed and
informative of film publications with its in-depth and thorough look into feature films. It
was first published in 1932 and then handed to the care of the British Film Institute in 1934
where it is still published to this day. The choice today on the newsagents’ shelves is much
smaller with Empire first published in 1989 and Total Film in 1997 being the two popular
mainstream publications plus several relating to video; personally I find both magazines
very similar to each other and lacking in appeal and interest. One of our longest running
magazines was Picture Show which was first published in 1919 and lasted until 1960.
During its long run it absorbed Film Pictorial in 1939 and TV Mirror in 1959. Here in the
UK we also had Premiere that launched in 1992 but only survived until 1999. Premiere
was originally a French magazine dating back to 1976. In New York Rupert Murdoch
published it from 1987 to 2007. Films Illustrated was first seen in 1971 and survived into
the 80s.
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There was also the little- known British Film which launched in 2005 and was
only printed until 2007 when it went on-line.
Back in 1963 the Film Artistes’ Association (trade union) produced a little-known
quarterly magazine titled Film Artiste. It was on sale for 1/6d and promoted films
being shot in London and its studios together with location reports including many
black and white photographs. I think the success of the magazine was limited by
having a restricted circulation and failing to reach general film goers. The date of its
final edition is unknown.
In 1984 film critic Quentin Falk was asked for a plan to increase cinema attendances.
The outcome was to produce a magazine to be handed out free in cinemas and thus
Flicks emerged in 1985. The plan was to address the problem of falling cinema
attendances that were at an all-time low and for some time the magazine performed
extremely well. Eventually, advertising inside the magazine dropped away and it was
decided to switch to being a paid for publication distributed in newsagents but, with
Empire and Total Film already on shelves, it was difficult to compete when many
newsagents displayed little interest. Flicks ceased publication in October 2000.
Another popular magazine that surfaced in 1930 and sadly disappeared from our
newsagents was What’s On In London where it was billed as The London Week
and while it covered many aspects of the arts and entertainment it also carried vital
information for cinema and theatre-goers. It was certainly a favourite of mine as one
could totally rely upon the film performance times in the magazine and even though
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the same information was available in London’s three evening newspapers – The Star,
Evening Standard and Evening News - What’s On was always a very good read and
also covered a great deal of detail about the capital’s restaurants together with places of
interest. In 1965 it cost 1/3d and was well worth every penny with its 104 pages. What’s
On was published every Friday from 5-6 Argyll Street W.1. Telephone number GER
5492. I really loved those old telephone exchange names, and this was Gerrard that
eventually became 437. What’s On contained many regular features covering nearly
every event taking place in the seven days ahead including film, theatre, music, dance,
and art openings. Around Town by Alan Taylor informed us of certain events in the
London area that were not covered in The London Week. We then had Cinema that
was written and prepared by F. Maurice Speed and gave us the weekly film reviews
plus details of films currently running in the west end and London suburbs with every
performance time. Theatre Programmes gave us great details of every current west
end show including the main cast and basic plot line. It would also give us news of
up-coming productions and details of any new openings in the week ahead. Theatre
was written by Kenneth A. Hurren giving in depth reviews of new plays that had
openings or were running. Show Talk was written by Peter Noble and Frederick
Deeps that carried snippets, gossip, and entertainment news. It is interesting to note
that Frederick Deeps was in fact a pseudonym of F. Maurice Speed. Other pages had
Music of The Week that covered classical and chamber music. Rhythm Section told
us all we needed to know about Jazz and Folk Music. Sport in London informed us
what sporting events were taking place in the week ahead that included greyhound
racing, speedway, stock car racing and even baseball. I was not aware of baseball being
played in London in the mid-sixties, but it revealed some of the following fascinating
fixtures – Beckenham Blue Jays v Barnet Quinta, Sutton Braves v Richmond Knights,
Ruislip Venturers v USN Lions and Essex Tigers v Enfield Dodgers. At the Races
covered news of horse race meetings and stories about the jockeys and their horses.
Other sections covered various subjects titled Womans World, Art and Exhibitions,
Eating Out, Good Food Guide to Soho, Restaurants After Midnight and Night
Life covering night clubs and cabaret that included our most famous night spot - Talk
of the Town. This was 1966 and Liza Minnelli was playing the Talk of the Town
presented by Bernard Delfont and Robert Nesbitt and for 57/6d it bought you dinner
and dancing from 7.30pm until 1.15am where Liza Minnelli would appear at 11pm.
Also, for 57/6d one could have a three -course meal and see Shirley Bassey in cabaret
together with Alyn Ainsworth and his 18-piece orchestra at the Pigalle in Piccadilly. I
know 57/6d sounds absurdly little now, but in 1965 it was a great deal of money and
certainly not affordable from my weekly salary. Down at Lyons Corner House near
Charing Cross was the Showboat Theatre Restaurant providing dinner, dancing, and
cabaret. Their entrance price was 37/6d and was cheaper than Talk of the Town, but
obviously not presenting such big named headliners as Talk of the Town. There was
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also a cabaret club in Catford named Mr. Smith’s Room where they had performers
like Bob Monkhouse, Diana Dors and P.J. Proby. The advert oddly enough did not
state the admission fee, but you had to pay a £1 membership that also included use
of a new casino. Back in the west end at the London Hilton they had The 007 Room
where one could enjoy light meals after 11pm and dance to an exciting beat group.
They also offered the best Vodka Martinis, shaken not stirred (of course), where the
room closed at 2am. Another feature was for Gaming Clubs that covered all London’s
casinos and gambling houses. The magazine was printed on lower quality paper than
our monthly publications, but its content was always of an extremely high standard.
Sadly, in today’s high-tech world there is no demand for a magazine like What’s On as
everything you need is available on your mobile telephone, but I always looked forward
to my weekly copy as it was always extremely informative and most entertaining. Yet
another refreshing fact was that the magazine still cost 1/3d in 1965 and remained the
same in 1966. Before I worked in Soho, I could often purchase my What’s On in the
suburbs, but in order to purchase Kine Weekly I would very often take the tube up to
Leicester Square on a Saturday morning to buy my copy. Once a month I would also
obtain my Films and Filming in the same way as the Charing Cross Road newsagents
always carried a supply of both publications. It gave me great satisfaction to acquire
them and made for very enjoyable reading on the way home on the underground.
Time Out magazine was launched in London in 1968 and brought a new and
trendier look compared to the older and more traditional What’s On. But it gave its
readers similar information and was certainly aimed at a younger market while it also
carried a strong political opinion within some articles. In 2012 Time Out decided
to become a no charge magazine and started to have people handing out free copies
at selected London’s tube
stations where the newer look
was much slimmer with far
less information and articles.
The publication also went
digital and is available free
on-line. For some time when
Radio Times and TV Times
would only publish their own
programme details, Time Out
listed both BBC and ITV
details. Sometime later both
the Radio Times and TV
Times began printing both
channels schedules and that
remains today.
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Some other lesser known publications worth mentioning are Film International
which is a bi-monthly magazine launched in 2003 and is still with us today. Films
was a monthly journal that started in 1980 but ceased publication in 1985. Focus
On Film was a quarterly magazine that we first saw in 1970 but it ended in 1981.
British Cinematographer is a monthly publication that started life in 2010 and is still
around today. In 2013 The Vue cinema chain introduced their free magazine titled
Vue, but the publication disappeared a few years ago from cinema foyers and is now
available on-line via their app. Picture House is an excellent magazine published by
the Cinema Theatre Association, formed in 1967, that dedicates itself to the celebration
and history of our wonderful surviving cinemas. The Society of Camera Operators
produce a magazine named Camera Operator and though it is not a mainstream
publication, it provides a vital link for its members. Monthly Film Bulletin first came
out in 1934 from the British Film Institute and ceased publication in 1991 when it
merged with Sight and Sound. Movie first arrived in 1962 and ended in 1990. The
Projected Picture Trust, formed in 1978, produce a nice quarterly magazine Rewind
for their members which was first published in 1980. Film Weekly arrived in 1928
and survived until 1939 and Broadcast first appeared in 1960 and ceased publication
in 2000. It is amazing just how many journals have come and gone over the years, but
they would have been a mine of information for many decades for both cinema fans
and film industry workers.
There was something special
about a printed film magazine or
trade paper that cannot be compared
to reading an on-line publication.
Most of those glossy magazines
provided film fans with news, gossip,
and photographs of their favourite
stars, and for every fan they were
essential reading in years gone by.
I say that with experience as I was
one of those fans. The trade papers
conveyed vital information to people
working in the industry but were also
a brilliant read. Throughout time,
those old magazines got yellow in
appearance, but they still remind me
of yet another golden era that will
never return.
More pictures>>>
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